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Adobe is not exaggerating when it says that Flash CS4 Professional is the
“industry-leading authoring environment for creating engaging interactive
experiences.” You only need to visit a few sites that use Flash to understand
how compelling it is. Using graphics, animation, sound, and interactivity,
Flash can excite, teach, entertain, and provide practical information.

With this version of Flash, Adobe has introduced some valuable new fea-
tures, as well as further integrated Flash CS4 into its suite of products.
That’s a powerful thing—when products like Photoshop, Illustrator, and
Fireworks can be used to help you create graphics for use in your Flash
movies. This interoperability only increases as time goes on.

More than half a billion users already have the free Flash player that en-
ables them to view Flash movies. As of the writing of this book, more than
95% of computers connected to the Internet not only had Flash Player ver-
sion 9, but more than 55% have the latest version, Flash Player 10. The fact
that Adobe continues to distribute this software so effectively means the
potential audience for Flash content is huge and continues to grow.

The tools needed to create Flash movies are within your reach. After you
purchase Flash, the only investment you need to make is time to learn. You
can even download a trial version of Flash from www.adobe.com, and use
it for 30 days for free. People can grow from fiddling with Flash to making
entertaining movies. Imagine a great musician picking up and learning an
instrument in a matter of days. It really is that amazing. If you’re moti-
vated, with just a moderate time investment, you feel as though a powerful
communication tool has been given to you.

Flash is so unique that sometimes it’s better to have less experience. If you
have preconceived ideas about Flash or how you’re supposed to use draw-
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2 Introduction

ing tools, it might be best to try to forget everything and start fresh. This
book is organized in such a way that you should start seeing successes
quickly. With each task, you prove to yourself that you’re acquiring knowl-
edge and skills.

We don’t need to give you a pep talk because you’ll see for yourself. In just
a few one-hour lessons, you are creating drawings that you might have
thought you weren’t capable of. In a few more hours, you are making ani-
mations. Finally, after 24 one-hour lessons, you are unstoppable. Where you
take your skills is up to you, but you get a great foundation here.

You might not feel like a pro overnight, but you will feel you have a power-
ful communication tool in your control. When you can’t wait to show others
your creations, you know you’re on your way. Get ready to have some fun!

What’s New in This Edition
This is the sixth edition of this book. To prevent the material from getting
stale, we change quite a bit in each revision, as well as cover the new CS4 fea-
tures with some depth. Unlike many other dramatic software upgrades,
Adobe Flash CS4 Professional is not that different from the CS3 version.
However, the way people use Flash and Flash in general has definitely
broadened significantly. It’s not just Flash anymore; it’s the Flash Platform.
Technologies, such as Apollo and the Flex Framework, have attracted a new
set of developers all delivering Flash content. The CS4 upgrade is offers a few
new tools, techniques, and further integrates with other Adobe CS4 products.

This edition doesn’t try to cover everything; there simply isn’t time to do
that in 24 one-hour lessons. Instead, we focus on animation techniques,
graphics, and delivering to the web. You also spend a whole hour exploring
new features including video with the full-screen mode; Inverse Kinemat-
ics, the art of animating things connected to other things; and 3D animation.

This book contains minimal, but crucial, coverage of ActionScript. We try
not to go too much in-depth, but we cover enough to give you an idea of
how it works. ActionScript is an entire computer language on its own, and
once you have a sense of how it works, you’ll be comfortable learning more
using additional resources. ActionScript isn’t getting any less complex; it is
becoming much more consistent. So, what you learn in the ActionScript in-
troductory hour (Hour 16, “Basic Interactivity”) applies to the rest of the
code you see pop up in the book. We do cover Flash Components—ready-
built and self-contained objects that include advanced ActionScript code,
but also keep you insulated from that code. This edition also includes hours



WHAT YOU’LL LEARN IN
THIS HOUR:

. Differences between
vector and raster
graphics

. Ways to avoid imported
graphics

. How to import vector
graphics

. How to import bitmap
(raster) graphics

. How to optimize and
maintain the best quality
possible when importing

In the last two hours, you’ve seen how you can create sophisticated custom
graphics quickly in Flash. Despite how powerful Flash’s graphic creation
tools are, eventually you might need to import graphics created elsewhere.
You might need to use photographic images or existing graphics created
from another graphics program. In this hour, you learn how to import ex-
ternal graphics into Flash.

Vector Graphics Versus Raster
Graphics
Vector graphics have certain characteristics that are due to how they are
stored by a computer. A vector graphics file contains the math to redraw
the image onscreen. For example, a circle includes information such as the
radius, the line thickness, and the color. All the graphics you create inside
Flash are vector based. Vector graphics have two advantages: The file size
tends to be small (therefore, it downloads fast), and the image can be scaled
to any size without any degradation of the image quality (a circle is still a
circle, even if it’s a large circle).

Vector graphics are great, but it’s important to realize their disadvantages.
Vector graphics require the user’s computer to work hard to display the im-
age, so you may see slower performance if an animation contains compli-
cated vector graphics. Also, vector graphics can look “computery” or
antiseptic because they tend to involve geometric shapes. Both disadvan-
tages can be overcome, but you should be aware of them. Vector graphics
are predominately used in Flash movies because, as you see in later hours,
you have more control over how they can be animated.

HOUR 3
Importing Graphics into Flash
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Bitmapped graphics (also called raster graphics) are fundamentally different
from vector graphics. A raster graphics file contains the color information
for each pixel. If the image is 100 pixels by 100 pixels, that’s 10,000 pixels,
each of which has a color value. As a result, raster graphics are almost al-
ways relatively large files. Raster graphics also can’t be scaled effectively.
They tend to get grainy, similar to a photograph that has been enlarged. An
advantage of raster graphics is they appear onscreen very quickly.

It might seem that vector graphics are obviously the better choice. How-
ever, the decision of whether to use vector graphics or raster graphics
should be based on the nature of the image. If the image is geometric, with
clear delineations of color, a vector graphic is the best choice. If the image is
a photograph of a person or a geographic location, nothing but a bitmap
will do. Selecting which format to use is pretty easy when you know the
considerations of each type.

Reasons to Avoid Importing
Graphics
Flash’s capability to create nice vector graphics can be the best justification
for this warning: Don’t import graphics into Flash unless you have to! In
this section, you learn how to import graphics—but that doesn’t mean it’s
always a good idea. If there’s one way to make your Flash movie download
or play more slowly, it’s importing graphics unnecessarily. You need to find
ways to avoid importing graphics.

Wanting to import graphics is a natural tendency. If you show a graphics
professional who’s an expert with Adobe Illustrator or Adobe Photoshop
how to draw in Flash, his first question is how to bring his Illustrator or
Photoshop files into Flash. We will show you how in the next section.

Designers can create amazing and complicated vector graphics with other
drawing tools. Some of the ways graphics files get more complicated in-
clude the use of gradients, intricate text, and lots of individual objects. Us-
ing such complicated graphics in Flash causes two problems. First, Flash
can’t always handle all the intricacies in a complicated file, so sometimes
the imported file doesn’t look as it was designed. Second, a complicated file
downloads and plays more slowly than one that isn’t as complicated—so
consider why you would want such a file in a Flash movie. The number
one consideration when deciding whether to import a graphic into Flash
should be whether a simpler version can be recreated in Flash or whether
the graphic can at least be simplified before being imported into Flash. If
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you ask the graphics person to recreate the image in Flash, he might say it
doesn’t enable him to do what he intended. In that case, perhaps the solu-
tion lies in making the graphic simpler—not by squeezing it into Flash.

Having said all this, you probably still need to import graphics at some
point—maybe you have a raster graphic, like a photograph, that you want
to use, or perhaps you have a simple existing vector graphic, such as a com-
pany logo, that you don’t want to redraw in Flash. We discuss raster graph-
ics in the section “Using Bitmaps (Also Known as Raster Graphics),” later
in this hour, but first let’s look at importing vector graphics.

Importing Vector Graphics
There might be times when you have an existing vector graphic that you
need to include in a Flash movie. In general, unless it’s complicated, you
are able to import it into Flash.

Although Flash can import several vector file formats, the two most reliable
formats are Adobe Illustrator files (.ai) and Adobe Flash SWF files (.swf).
The main choice is whether you try to import a native .ai file, or first gen-
erate a .swf from your graphics program and import that .swf. You can use
Flash to export a .swf, but we are referring to using a graphics tool to ex-
port a .swf file. Illustrator and Freehand, as well as many other tools, have
special export features that take care to generate a .swf that’s free from any
special features only supported in those tools.

Importing from file is as simple as selecting File, Import, and then pointing
to the file you want, as shown in Figure 3.1. You see several file types listed,
but that doesn’t mean they all work equally well. Not only are several im-
age file formats listed, both raster and vector, but video and audio file for-
mats also appear. Let’s first look at the best choices for vector image
imports: Illustrator and SWF.

Importing Illustrator Files
Flash CS4 has an extremely seamless Illustrator importer feature. All you
do is select File, Import, Import to Stage, and select an .ai file. The import
dialog appears as shown in Figure 3.2, and you see all the layers and even
the nested hierarchy of groups and path layers as it was laid out in Illustra-
tor. This means it is as simple or as complex as the graphic artist made it.
Having so many layers listed can seem complicated, but there’s surpris-
ingly little to learn in this dialog. It’s also possible to import directly from
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FIGURE 3.1
Importing images can be as simple
as selecting the file you want to im-
port.

Illustrator by using copy and paste. This achieves the same effect if you
have both programs open. It also works well if you only want to selectively
copy part of your Illustrator file, and not the entire thing.

The basic approach to importing is to first decide which layers you want to
import, and then decide (either individually or globally) the manner in
which you want to import those elements. You might want to leave every-
thing in a vector form or treat some elements as bitmapped graphics. Addi-
tionally, options let you create movie clips as you import. We talk about
them in Hour 4, “Staying Organized with the Library and Layers,” but

FIGURE 3.2
When you import an Illustrator file,
you see all the layers in the original
file.
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briefly, movie clips are self-contained objects that can be easily recycled
throughout your Flash movie. To exclude specific layers from import, click
to remove the check mark next to that layer. Unchecking a layer that con-
tains nested layers excludes all the nested layers, as shown in Figure 3.3.

After you’ve decided which layers you’re going to import, you can decide
how those elements should be imported. The global settings that appear at
the bottom left of the import dialog (as shown in Figure 3.4) affect every-
thing you import. The simplest way to import every selected layer is to se-
lect the option Import as a single bitmap image. Although this retains the
image and all the fidelity created by the artist, the imported image can’t be
scaled without losing quality. That is, if you convert the image to a bitmap,
the image has all the characteristics of bitmaps. Such an imported bitmap
supports transparency and behaves as a PNG file, which you learn more
about in the section “Using Bitmaps” later this hour.

A few more global options worth noting appear in the bottom-left area of
the dialog box. The option to Place Objects At Original Position is a no-
brainer. Even if you don’t force your Stage size to match the Illustrator file
(the second check box), having items placed in their relative position is
vastly more convenient. You can always move the items to a new location if
you want, but it would be tedious to move them into place later. Finally, the
Convert Layers To drop-down menu defaults to turn Illustrator layers into

FIGURE 3.3
The settings at the bottom left of
the Illustrator Import dialog affect
every layer you’re importing. Individ-
ual layer options appear on the
right side.

TIP

Quick Layer Selecting
You can quickly check or
uncheck a series of layers if,
when you click one layer’s check
mark, you keep your mouse
pressed and continue to drag
over other layers’ check marks.
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Flash layers. This makes sense because Flash, just like Illustrator, has layers
that affect the visual stacking. You can also choose to place all imported lay-
ers into a single Flash layer, and you still get the visual stacking you’d ex-
pect. Flash layers do more than just affect the visual stacking; they also let
you maintain independent animations. The point is that you don’t have to
create a new Flash layer for each layer in the Illustrator file.

Finally, the option to turn Illustrator layers into Flash keyframes is useful if
the artist created an animation frame by frame but put each step of the ani-
mation into a new layer. Naturally, this takes some coordination with the
artist, and most artists don’t use Illustrator as an animation tool.

Assuming you aren’t opting to import everything as a single bitmap image,
you can individually set options for each layer you’re importing. Click the
layer, not the check mark, and to the right you see the options shown in
Figure 3.4.

The options available for individual layers present you with two decisions:
First, do you import as an editable vector graphic (editable path) or as a
bitmap? Second, do you want to create a movie clip while you’re import-
ing? If you’re never going to scale the object and you’re either planning to

Settings that affect all layers

Settings that affect the current layerFIGURE 3.4
The settings at the bottom left of
the Illustrator Import dialog affect
every layer you’re importing. Individ-
ual layer options appear on the
right side.
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animate the object or the image is very complex, then you may consider
converting it to a bitmap. In most cases, you want to leave it as a vector.
Next hour you learn all about movie clips, and you can consider revisiting
this dialog then.

Importing Flash Player Files
The simplest and most consistently reliable option for importing vector
graphics into Flash is to import Flash SWF files. Most graphics people don’t
think of .swf as an image file format—it’s even listed as Flash Movie in the
import dialog. A one-frame movie is really a graphic. Of course, a .swf file
is not like a FreeHand file or an Illustrator file because it’s not fully ed-
itable. When using newer versions of Illustrator, you can export your work-
ing files directly into the .swf format. They export amazingly well; the final
files are quite small; and the images retain all the details and quality of the
originals.

The best process is to create a graphic in whatever program you prefer, and
then if that program doesn’t export .swf files, open the file in a program
that does, such as Illustrator, Fireworks, and several others. Simply export
it as a .swf file, and then import the .swf directly into a Flash file. Even if
the graphics program you use doesn’t export .swf files, you can open the
file in a tool that supports .swf and export it from there. The graphics tool
you select must export files in a format that is supported by the tool you
use to export .swf files.

Using Bitmaps (Also Known as
Raster Graphics)
In this section, you see how bitmap (raster) graphics can be used in Flash.
Raster graphics have inherently unique characteristics that can’t be created
inside Flash. The only warning related to using this option is to make sure
you really need raster graphics. The following are some cases that justify the
use of raster graphics:

. A photograph—The only time to consider using a vector alternative
to a photograph is when the picture is of a geometric object. Other-
wise, photographs should be raster graphics.

. A series of still images—These may be extracted from frames of a
short video.

NOTE

Bitmaps Import as JPG
If, when importing an Illustrator
file, you choose to convert ob-
jects to bitmap graphics, know
that they are treated as JPGs,
not PNG. Later this hour in the
section “Using Bitmaps,” you
learn how imported bitmaps can
be treated as either JPG or PNG.
For now, you might need to
come through and clean up the
imported bitmaps if you want to
change them to PNG.
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. An image with special effects that can’t be achieved with a vector
tool—Examples include clouds, fire, water, and other natural effects.
Of course, this is a challenge for a talented artist to re-create such an
effect by using a vector tool such as Flash.

If you’re unfamiliar with the difference between vector graphics and raster
graphics, learning when one choice is better than the other can take some
time. The file formats .gif, .jpg, .png, .bmp, and .pct are all raster graph-
ics formats. However, because a file was saved in one of these formats
doesn’t mean it was automatically the best possible choice. It’s the nature of
the image in the file that matters. If all you have is a .gif, for example, you
need to first look at its contents to judge whether it’s appropriate as a raster
graphic. An easy way to decide is if you can trace or redraw the image in
the file (for instance, with Flash’s drawing toolbar) you’re much better off
redrawing it. If it’s a photograph, you would never be able to re-create it
with vector graphic drawing tools, so leave it as a raster graphic. If it’s a
picture of a plain box, maybe you could draw it and thus take advantage of
raster graphics.

To make matters slightly more complex, you can use Photoshop to create
and edit layered bitmapped images. When importing Photoshop docu-
ments, you can decide exactly how to import each individual layer. In addi-
tion, Photoshop supports editable text, which isn’t a raster graphic.
Because importing Photoshop files is more involved, a separate section,
“Importing Layered Raster Graphics,” that discusses importing such lay-
ered documents following the more general discussion of importing flat
raster graphics.

Importing Flat Raster Graphics
Importing a flat raster graphic (that is, not a Photoshop file), is pretty sim-
ple to do. You click File, Import, and Import to Stage, to open the Import
dialog box, and then point to any raster graphic that Flash supports, such
as .jpg, .png, .gif, .bmp, .tif, or .pct. That’s it.

Importing not only places the graphic on the Stage, but also puts a master
bitmap item into the Library. If you import a raster graphic and then delete
the object from the Stage, the master bitmap item is still in the Library
panel, which you can open by selecting Window, Library. It’s called a
Bitmap Item, and it has a little icon that looks like a picture of a tree (as
shown in Figure 3.5).
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After a raster graphic is imported, you need to keep it in the Library. The
Bitmap Item icon that appears in the Library provides a way to specify how
the image should be exported when you create a movie for the web. If you
leave it unchanged, your raster graphics export under the default settings.
You can also specify special settings for just that image. In the following
task, you import a raster graphic and explore some of these settings.

Bitmap Item icon FIGURE 3.5
After you import a raster graphic,
the Bitmap Item appears in your
Library panel.

Import a Raster
Graphic

TRY IT YOURSELF ▼In this task, you import a raster graphic. Follow these steps:

1. In a new file, select File, Import, and Import to Stage to open the Im-
port dialog box, and then select a .bmp, .pct, .png, .jpg, or .gif
file. If you don’t have an image handy, visit any web page and right-
click an image to select an option to save it on your desktop. Then,
use that image as the file to import into Flash. Don’t import an image
saved directly from a digital camera because it’s probably huge.

2. Click the graphic on the Stage and delete it. Because it’s a raster
graphic, it’s still safely stored in the Library.

3. Open your Library by selecting Window, Library or by pressing Ctrl+L.

4. Click the line in your Library that has the tree icon and the name of
the file you imported.
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TRY IT YOURSELF▼

Import a Raster
Graphic

5. In the Library, select Options, Properties. The Options menu is inside
the Library window at the top right. The Bitmap Properties dialog box
shown in Figure 3.6 appears. Your dialog box might look slightly differ-
ent, depending on what type of file you imported.

6. In the Bitmap Properties dialog box, decide what export settings to
use for this graphic. Leave this dialog box onscreen while you walk
through the next section.

Adjusting Bitmap Properties
Flash imports all kinds of raster formats, but uses only JPEG, GIF, or PNG
in an exported movie. In addition, any raster graphic is generically called a
bitmap item after it’s inside Flash’s Library. No matter what file type you
import, you must use the Bitmap Properties dialog box to choose between
JPEG (and its compression level) and lossless GIF/PNG for exporting. If you
decide to use JPEG compression, you want to experiment with different set-
tings and click the Test button after each change to see the effects on both
image quality (in the little picture at the top left) and file size (in the text in-
formation at the bottom of the dialog box), as shown in Figure 3.7). The
process involves experimentation—making adjustments and viewing the
corresponding results.

FIGURE 3.6
The Bitmap Properties dialog box
offers control over how each
bitmap item in your Library is
treated during export.

TIP

Zooming Compression
Preview
When testing different compres-
sion settings, you can zoom in
on the preview window on the
Bitmap Properties dialog by
right-clicking and choosing
Zoom In.
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JPEG compression is usually the most efficient option. Unless you import a
.png or .gif, Flash sets the bitmap properties to JPEG by default. It’s
slightly confusing because if you import a .jpg file, Flash uses Imported
JPEG Data by default, as shown in Figure 3.8. This option tells Flash to
maintain the imported file’s original compression (that is, don’t recom-
press). Leaving this option selected is generally desirable because it’s a bad
idea to recompress.

Importing other popular formats, such as .bmp and .pct, also causes Flash
to opt for JPEG compression by default. And even though you are using a
Bitmap file type and not JPEG, as shown in Figure 3.9, the options remain
the same.

You can control what compression method is used on individual imported
images by deselecting Use Document Default Quality or deselecting Use
Imported JPEG Data, but keep in mind the earlier caution about recompres-
sion. When this option is deselected, a field appears where you can type the

File size information FIGURE 3.7
Selecting a low JPEG compression
(10) and clicking Test provides a
preview of the resulting image and
its file size.

CAUTION

Three Ways to Use
Imported Raster
Graphics
There are three suitable ap-
proaches to using raster graph-
ics in Flash. First, you can start
with the highest-quality image
possible (for instance, .png,
.bmp, or .pct), and then experi-
ment with Flash’s JPEG com-
pression to find the best
compromise. Second, you can
import a .bmp, .png, or .pct
and leave the image uncom-
pressed; this gives you the high-
est quality and also the largest
file size. This is also the only op-
tion to maintain a .png’s trans-
parency settings. Finally, you
can use image editing software,
such as Fireworks, to create a
.jpg file with the best compro-
mise of file size and quality that
can be imported into Flash. This
way you can take advantage of
the Selective JPEG feature in
Fireworks. If you use this option,
remember to leave the Use Im-
ported JPEG Data option se-
lected. If the image has already
been compressed (using JPEG
compression), you shouldn’t al-
low Flash to recompress be-
cause the result would be a
poor quality image.

FIGURE 3.8
Only imported
.jpg files en-
able you to use
the JPEG com-
pression con-
tained in the
original file.
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JPEG compression level you desire. Instead of guessing what compression
level is best, you can use the Bitmap Properties dialog box to experiment. A
lower number results in a smaller file but also lowers the quality. If you
click Test after each change, you see a drastic difference between 100 and 1.
After you make each change, you can click the Test button to review the ef-
fect on file size and quality, as shown in Figure 3.10. You should experiment
until you get the best compromise of image quality and file size.

The image portion shown in the image window at the top left of the Bitmap
Properties dialog box shows exactly how the image looks when it is ex-
ported. You can zoom into this window by right-clicking, and then you can
pan around to get a better view.

If you plan on compressing an image inside Flash, you might want to use
PNG. This file type compresses better than JPEG and results in a better
quality final image.

FIGURE 3.9
When you import non-.jpg files,
you can still use JPEG compression
settings.

FIGURE 3.10
Setting the quality to 5 cuts this im-
age size to less than 1/100 of its
original, but the quality is visibly af-
fected.
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Figure 3.11 shows the results of using several different compression levels
on the same image. Notice JPEG 80 and JPEG 100 are almost identical in
quality, but JPEG 80 has a much smaller file size.

You get the ultimate quality by using the compression option Lossless
(GIF/PNG). It is selected by default when you import .png and .gif files,
but you can select it any other time you want to use it. When this option is

selected, Flash leaves the image in its original state. This option always pro-
vides the best quality—but not without a price. File size is highest when
this option is selected. This is a suitable alternative if you’re making a
movie that doesn’t need to download from the web—for example, if you’re
making a presentation that you are delivering on your hard drive or CD-
ROM. Otherwise, you should use this option only on images where you
want to retain the best quality possible. If your imported image is a .gif
that already has a small file size, selecting Lossless is perfectly suitable. Be-
cause even 100% JPEG compression causes some image degradation, the
Lossless option is suitable for images that are particularly important. Fi-
nally, the only way Flash supports 32-bit graphics (that is, raster images
with varying degrees of transparency) is through .png items that you set to
Lossless. The fact that PNG is the only format that supports transparency is
another perfectly legitimate reason to use PNG.

FIGURE 3.11
The results of different compres-
sion settings on the same image
shows how quality degrades and
file size shrinks.
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Smoothing
Regardless of which compression option you use for your imported
bitmaps, Allow Smoothing (as shown earlier in Figure 3.10) is another op-
tion in the Bitmap Properties dialog. If you plan to scale or rotate the raster
graphic, you want to click that check mark. Normally, a bitmap with its ex-
plicit number of pixels looks fine without smoothing. However, smoothing
lets Flash apply a tiny bit of blur when the image’s pixels don’t align per-
fectly with the screen’s pixels, which is the case when you rotate or scale an
image. You can see the effect of smoothing in a side-by-side comparison in
Figure 3.12.

The downside of smoothing is images can look a bit fuzzy, so don’t use it if
you’re not rotating or scaling the image. If you’re using the image in a de-
tailed animation, you want to opt for smoothing. Compared to how raspy a
modified image looks without smoothing, you probably want to click the
check mark to enable smoothing when appropriate.

Importing Layered Raster Graphics
Flash CS4 can import Photoshop .psd files. The value is that artists can
work in Photoshop, and you can conveniently import the graphics they cre-
ate. Compared to having the artist individually export each element and
then you import it and place it in the correct position, this is a huge work-
flow improvement. What’s doubly great about this new feature is that it’s
so intuitive there’s not a whole lot to learn.

FIGURE 3.12
Applying smoothing to the image on
the left improves it when rotated,
but the same effect makes the im-
age look soft.
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Like the Illustrator Import dialog, when you select File, Import, Import to
Stage and point to a Photoshop file, you see all the layers and folders con-
tained in the source Photoshop file, as shown in Figure 3.13.

There are some striking similarities between the Photoshop import dialog
and the Illustrator one discussed earlier—though this one is more ad-
vanced. You can see similar global options at the bottom left as to whether

to keep objects in position and or to convert layers into Flash layers or
keyframes. Also similar is the way you can include or exclude layers by
clicking check marks.

A particularly handy feature in Photoshop, called layer comps, lets you save
multiple arrangements of your layers and their contents. Artists can include
tons of layers with all the graphics for an entire project in a single Photo-
shop file. Then, they can make multiple compositions—for example, one
where only the layers related to the home screen in your project are visible
and another where the layers for a video section are visible. With layer
comps, artists can quickly view different arrangements without going
through and turning layers on and off. When you import a Photoshop doc-
ument with layer comps, you see them listed at the top left, as shown in
Figure 3.14. This gives you a quick way to select all the layers related to a
particular layout.

FIGURE 3.13
Importing a Photoshop document
allows you to select how to import
each layer.
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After you’ve selected the layers you want to import, you can set the options
for how each layer gets imported on the right side of the import dialog.
Provided you don’t want to accept the defaults, you individually select
each layer and make adjustments to the options on the right. All layer types
can be imported as a flattened bitmap, which is the best way to retain the
exact look created by the artist. You see slightly different options in text lay-
ers and shape layers, but the big difference from the Illustrator importer
discussed earlier is that for each layer you import as a flattened bitmap,
you can individually set the publish settings.

The publish settings for each imported layer affect the Bitmap properties
for the contained objects when they appear in the Library. These settings
are the same ones you learned about in the previous section “Adjusting
Bitmap Properties.” This way, you can make the decision between JPEG
and PNG/GIF and whether to use Flash document’s publish settings for
compression or set them individually for each item. The odd thing is that
the terms are slightly different than the ones you just learned. Where the
Photoshop importer says Lossy Compression, it means JPEG in the Bitmap
Properties dialog (accessible by double-clicking an item after it’s in the Li-
brary). Where the Photoshop importer says Lossless, it means PNG.

Although you always see the best quality by importing layers as flattened
bitmaps, other options also have some value. In the case of text layers, you
can opt to import as editable text. You can make edits to the actual wording

FIGURE 3.14
You can use the Layer Comp drop-
down to quickly select the layers re-
lated to a particular layout.
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later, but realize you immediately lose any layer effects applied to the text.
Photoshop supports very detailed text effects that are unmatched in Flash.

For both shape and text layers, you can choose to keep paths and layer
styles editable. Not only does this mean you see subtle differences in the
image after it’s inside Flash, but a complex Photoshop document translates
to a complex Flash document. Be prepared to test any import process if
you’re not importing as flattened bitmaps.

To summarize the suggested workflow, select the layers you want to im-
port, either by clicking the check marks or by selecting a layer comp, which
effectively selects the layers for you. Then, go through each layer to adjust
the publish settings or do this later via the Library item’s bitmap properties.

Summary
When possible, you should create graphics inside Flash. But sometimes you
can’t. There are times when you need to import graphics, such as when you
have an existing graphic that would be impossible or difficult to recreate in
Flash or when a graphic requires a raster file type, such as a photograph.
When you’re certain you want to import, Flash provides you with mecha-
nisms to do so.

Q&A
Q. Importing Photoshop and Illustrator files looks pretty cool, but I don’t have

those programs. How can I test out some of what I learned this hour?

A. You can find some sample .ai and .psd files in the downloads section
of the publisher’s website.

Q. I’m having trouble importing images from a digital camera. I have
some great shots of my potato chip collection, but they’re huge after I
import them. How can I resize them?

A. Because multi-megapixel cameras produce originals that can be thou-
sands of pixels wide, you don’t want to import these directly. First use
an image editing program, such as Fireworks, to resize the image to fit
comfortably on a normal screen size—that is, less than 1024×768 or
800×600. Taking a megapixel image and scaling it down inside Flash
does not improve the sharpness and actually does the opposite if you
don’t select the Allow Smoothing option. Worse still, the file size will
be huge. Don’t do that; instead resize and optimize the image before
importing!
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Q. I have a photograph that I use as a raster graphic in my Flash movie.
After I scan it into the computer and touch it up, what file format
should I choose? There are so many.

A. Generally, you want to keep all your raster graphics in the highest-quality
format possible before importing into Flash. One exception is when you
use a tool, such as Fireworks, to produce an optimally compressed im-
age. If you use an outside program to compress the image, make sure
you don’t recompress in Flash; leave the default setting Use Imported
JPEG Quality. Alternatively, if you import a high-quality .pct, .bmp, or
.png, you can compress it in Flash until you’re satisfied with the com-
pression level. JPEGs are all right, but they always have some compres-
sion that could result in artifacts. GIFs are not a good alternative
because they can’t have more than 256 explicit colors. Changing the file
format of an existing image never makes a graphic better andpotentially
makes it worse. You should start with the best quality possible, and
then reduce it as the very last step.

Q. How do you determine how much one graphic is contributing to the fi-
nal movie’s file size?

A. If it’s a raster graphic, you can explore the Bitmap Properties dialog box,
which tells you exactly how big a graphic is. With vector graphics, deter-
mining the size is more difficult. Ultimately, you should copy the graphic
into a new file and export a .swf of that file by selecting File, Export.
You can look at the file size. Sometimes it’s not so important how much
one graphic is contributing, especially if it’s an important graphic; your
concern should always be to not add to the file size unnecessarily.

Q. I have a fairly simple Illustrator file graphic that I would like to import
into Flash. It’s impossible to redraw in Flash, so I have to import it, right?

A. If the file is simple, it should be possible to create it in Flash. Make
sure you’re fully exploiting the potential of Flash. Read Hour 2, “Drawing
and Painting Original Art in Flash,” again, if necessary. Of course, if you
have to import the image, do so. You might still have luck if you first ex-
port it from Illustrator as a .swf before importing.
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Workshop
The Workshop consists of quiz questions and answers to help you solidify
your understanding of the material covered in this hour. You should try to
answer the questions before checking the answers.

Quiz
1. What’s the most appropriate image file format to import into Flash?

A. Raster.

B. Vector.

C. It depends on the nature or content of the image.

2. If you import a .gif image into Flash, what kind of compression does
Flash use on the image when it exports the entire movie?

A. It depends on the Compression setting in the Bitmap Properties
dialog box.

B. Flash always uses JPEG compression, but it’s up to you to specify
what quality level to use.

C. GIFs are exported as GIFs.

3. How do you import photographs created with a digital camera?

A. You can’t; you must use conventional film.

B. It’s simple; click File, Import.

C. Be sure to resize the image in an outside program first, then click 
File, Import.
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Quiz Answers
1. C. Although a vector graphic has benefits over a raster graphic, the

most appropriate image file format to import into Flash depends on
the graphic. Photographs usually have to stay as raster graphics.

2. A. Each image imported can have a unique compression setting that
is not dependent on its original format. By default, however, im-
ported .gifs get exported as .gifs.

3. C. Maybe we’re being tricky including a question whose explanation is
only found in the Q&A section, but be sure to read the second question
in that section if you didn’t get this answer right because it’s important.
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Numerics

3D animations

creating, 203-208, 363

movie clips, animating, 206-207

Perspective Angle setting, 208

rules, 205-206

vanishing point, 209

3D plastic effects (text), creating,

137-138

3D Rotation tool, 203

objects, rotating, 210-211

3D Translation tool, 203

objects, moving, 209-210

settings, 205

3D tween, 207

9-slice scaling, 323-324

A

A HREF tag, 374

acceleration/deceleration, Ease set-
ting keyframes, 167

Action Panel, 290

actions

ActionScripts, adding to, 290

Symbols

#static, labeling frames, 451

+ (plus sign), Library, 96

.asf files, videos, 348

.avi files, videos, 348

.bmp file extension, 76, 79

.dvi files, videos, 348

.fla file extension, 30-31

.gif file extension, 76

.html file extension, opening in
Notepad, 372

.jpg file extension, 76

non-.jpg file extension, importing,
80

loading, 391

.mov files, videos, 348

.mpg files, videos, 348

.pct file extension, 76, 79

.png file extension, 76, 79

.psd files, importing, 82, 84-85

.swf file, 30, 370

Flash tab (Publish Settings dialog
box), 447

publishing, 446-448

statistics, 415

HTML file hosts, 31

.wmv files, videos, 348

frame actions, 295

fscommand, 454

getURL, 374-376

gotoAndPlay, frame labels, 293

Load Movie, 391-393

parameters, 291-293

Actions panel, 287

Apply Block Comment option, 290

Current Script tab, 288

Expand All option, 290

Help button, 289

Navigator pane, 288

Options menu, 289

Pin Script button, 289

Script Assist button, 289

Script Category, 288

Script pane, 288

Toolbox, 288

ActionScript, 287

actions, adding to, 290

Actions panel, 287

ComboBox Component, populat-
ing, 316

constants, 302

event handling, 301

Flash Player updates, 439

statements, 290

syntax, 290

actual speed (frame rates), 147



Add Format button (Actions panel, Options toolbar)460

finishing where starting, 165

frame rates, 145-149

and number of frames,
147-148

in Movie Clip, changing, 257

speed, 29

frames

actual speed, 147

effective speed, 147

frame rates, 145-149

interpolated, 163, 180-181

keyframes, 149-150, 167-168,
171-173, 186

red current frame marker over
interpolated frames, 163-164

Timeline, 144-145

tweened, 180

Graphic symbols

locking to Timeline, 259

movies, effects on download
order, 261

previewing, 259

scrubbing, 259

images, mapping points, 183

keyframes, 149-150

inserting, 8

tweening, 153

layers, 16

Masking Layer, 278-280

Motion Tween

animations, Ease In and Ease
Out, 167, 170

animations, finishing where
starting, 165

creating, 157-158

fine-tuning, 165

instance properties, changing,
162

instances, tweening, 160-164

interpolated frames, 181

keyframes, 165

no-man’s-land, 163

Add Format button (Actions panel,
Options toolbar), 289

Add Layer button, 278-279

Add option (blends), 115

Add Statement button (Actions panel,
Options toolbar), 289

addEventListener() command, 301

adding

bones with Bone tool, 195

control points with Bind tool, 198

addItem() method, 329, 331-332

address bar, editing symbols, 92

addressable Movie Clip instances,
260

Adjust Color option (filters), 118

ADPCM option, sound compressions,
244

advance streaming, 418

Advanced (Properties panel), 103-104

aliases (text), 54

aligning objects, 14

alignment

Center Justify, 53

text blocks, changing, 53

Alpha (Opacity) (Properties panel),
103-104

Alpha option (blends), 115

analyzing animations, 150-152

anchor points, curved line tangents,
50

animated GIF, 450

animating

movie clips in 3D, 206-207

multiple symbols, 173

animations, 143

3D, creating, 363

analyzing, 150-152

CCW (counterclockwise) rotation,
172

creating, 8-9

CW (clockwise) rotation, 172

Ease In and Ease Out, 167, 170

patterns, 164

rotating in, 172

rules, 160

Tint color style for instances,
162

Movie Clip

addressable instances, 260

behavior, 254

download order, effects on,
261

instances, behavior, 257

previewing, 259

rotating wheels, creating,

254-256

scrubbing, 259

symbol behavior, 253

symbols and Graphic symbols,
comparing, 256-260

playback buttons, adding to, 299-
301

red current frame marker, 144-
145

rotoscoping video, 357-358

scrubbing, 145-146

Shape Tween

checkerboard effect, 179

creating, 178

fine-tuning, 182

interpolated frames, 180-181

lines and fills, avoid

mixing, 180

morphs, 177

Motion Tweens, 181-182

rules, 179

Shape Hints, 183-186

simplifying, 180

text, 179

sounds, 232

compression types,

setting, 244

DAT, 242
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viewing, 9

Yo-Yo, creating, 165-167

anti-aliasing text, 54

Apply at Current Location command
(Motion Presets panel), 216

Apply Block Comment option

(Actions Panel), 290

Apply command (Motion Presets
panel), 217

Apply Line Comment option

(Action Panel), 290

applying existing motion preset,
217-218

Armature layer

options, 195

poses, 197-199

Arrange command (Modify menu),
108

Arrow tool, 15, 54-55

arrows, Expand/Collapse, 18

artwork (original)

attributes, selecting, 60-61

drawing, 35-36

fills, painting, 43-46

lines, changing, 39-41

objects

connecting, 65-66

selecting, 54-57

transforming, 54-55, 61-62,
64

painting, 35

shapes

drawing, 46-51, 65-66

fills, 46-47

lines, 46-47

modifying, 46-49, 57-59

selecting, 57-59

text

creating, 51-53

styling, 52-53

tools, 36

Arrow, 54-55

Effect settings, 237-239

efficiency, 247-248

export settings, 243-246

files, filtering, 231

frame rates, 237

global publish settings, 
243-244

imported, displaying, 232

importing, 229-232

keyframes, 232

Loop settings, 239-241

panning, 239

Properties panel, 234

Publish Settings dialog box
(Flash tab), 243

quality and file size, 241-248

rollover sound, 235-236

sound effects, 240-241

Sound Properties dialog box,
246

Sync settings, 236

Time In marker, 239

Time Out marker, 239

waveforms, displaying, 233

spotlight effects, creating, 
278-280

symbols, 260

text, breaking apart, 269

Timeline

Background layer, 150

current frame number, 146

current time, 146

displaying, 151

Flash layer, 150

frame rates, 146

M layer, 150

resizing, 151

Sparkle layer, 150

timing, 146

X layer, 150

tweening, 153

Brush, 43-46

creation, 39

Dropper, 60-61

Free Transform, 61-64

Hand, 37-39

Ink Bottle, 47

keyboard shortcuts, 36

Lasso, 57

Line, 39-41

Oval, 46-47

Paint Bucket, 43-47

Pen, 49-51

Pencil, 39-41

Rectangle, 46-47

Selection, 57-58

Snap, 65-66

Snap To Objects, 65

Subselect, 51

Text, 51-53

View (Hand and Zoom), 37-39

Zoom, 37-39

vector graphics, 35

artwork (original), drawing on the
Stage, 36

aspect ratios (Stage), 11-12

attributes, selecting with Dropper tool,
60-61

audience, 10

Audio Event dialog box, 243

Audio Stream dialog box, 243

auto-install features (browser), Flash
Player updates, 438

AVI videos, exporting, 455

axes, 19

B

Background layer (Timeline), 150

backslash (\ ), 378

Bandwidth Profiler, 414
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Screen option, 115

Subtract option, 115

text, 134

highlights, creating, 135

Invert, 136

blocks (text)

breaking apart, repeating sym-
bols, 269

changing alignment, 53

shapes, converting to, 270-271

blue tweened frames (Motion Tween),
180

Blur filters, 117, 276

Bone tool, 191-193

bones, adding/removing, 195

multiple symbols, linking, 
193-195

bones, 198

adding with Bone tool, 195

removing with Bone tool, 195

bouncing objects, rubberizing,
224-225

Box symbol, 107

Break Apart command (Modify
menu), text

converting to shapes, 270-271

repeating symbols, 269

breaking apart text, 408

breakpoints, adding/removing, 289

Brightness (Properties panel), 102-103

brightness of colors, 105

browsers, Flash Player updates, 438

Brush Modes, 45

Brush Shape option (Brush tool), 45

Brush tool, 18

artwork (original), drawing, 43-46

Brush Modes, 45

Button component, 317-319

buttons

Hit state, 297-298

playback, adding to animations,
299-301

.swf file, statistics, 415

download times, 415-419

files

improving, 419-421

reducing sizes of, 419

Generate Size Report, 420-421

preloaders, 421-422

behavior

instances onstage, 256

of instances in Movie Clips, 257

of symbols, changing in Properties
dialog

box, 106

bending lines, 57

Bevel filters, 117, 137

Bind tool, adding control points, 198

Bitmap Properties dialog box, 78

bitmaps, 35, 70

graphics, importing, 76

importing as JPG, vector graphics,
75

movies, 412-413

painting with, 267-268

properties, adjusting, 78-81

smoothing, 82

Trace Bitmap dialog box, 413

bits to bytes, converting, 417

blends

Add option, 115

Alpha option, 115

Darken option, 114

Difference option, 115

Hard Light, creating highlights in
text, 135

Hardlight option, 115

Invert, 115, 136

Layer option, 114

Lighten option, 115

Multiply option, 115

Normal option, 114

Overlay, 115, 135

simple buttons, creating, 295-296

Up state, 297

bytes, converting to bits, 417

C

calculating download times, 406

camera angles, changing in videos,
347

Captionate website, 358

CCW (counterclockwise) rotation, 172

Center Justify alignment, 53

Check Syntax button (Actions panel,
Options toolbar), 289

checkerboard effect of Shape Tween,
179

Circle symbol instances, scales and
brightness effects, 109

circles, filling, 44

clapper icon, 24

clockwise (CW) rotation, 172

code folding, 290

codecs, 345

On2 V6, 350

On2 VP6, 349

Color (instance tweening), 161-164

Color Mixer panel

Add Swatch command, 119

colors, selecting, 119

custom color gradients,

creating, 122

custom colors, creating, 119

color swatches, navigational pitfalls,
27

coloring sliders, 104

colors

Advanced (Properties panel),

103-104

Alpha (Opacity) (Properties panel),
103-104
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Insert menu

Frame, 258

Layer, 23

New Symbol, 258

Modify menu

Convert to Symbol, 101

Optimize, 419

Modify Onion Markers menu,
Onion All, 419-420

Options menu, Properties, 78

View menu

Frame by Frame Graph, 416

Grid, 13

Magnification, 12

Show Shape Hints, 183

Work Area, 36

Windows menu

Library, 240

Panel Sets, 20

comments, 290

comparing

lines and fills, 407-408

symbols, Movie Clip and Graphic,
256-260

vector and raster graphics, 69-70

components

9-slice scaling, 323-324

appearances, changing, 322-326

Button, 317-319

data providers, 329-332

DataGrid components, 335-337

list components, 333-335

ProgressBar components,

337-338

Slider components, 339-341

definition, 313

populating, ActionScript, 316

populating, manually, 314-317

RadioButton, 319-322

skins, manually editing, 323-324

styles

brightness, 105

Brightness (Properties panel),
103

custom colors, creating, 119

custom gradients, creating, 122

custom swatches, creating, 119,
121

Dropper tool, drawing artwork
(original), 60-61

fill color options, 18-19, 46

Gradient Transform tool, cursors,
124-125

gradients, transforming, 123-126

Hex systems, 121

HSB (hue, saturation, brightness),
105, 121

hue, 104

Lock Fill option (Paint Bucket
tool), 123-126

RGB (red, green, blue), 105, 121

sampling, 120

saturation, 105

selecting from Color Mixer panel,
119

styles, symbol instances, 102-105

Tint (Properties panel), 103-105

Tint color style, instances, 104,
162

transparency, 121

ComboBox Component, populating,
314-317

commands

Control menu, Test Movie, 170,
258

Edit menu, Preferences, 152

File menu

Export Movie, 456

Import, 76-77

New, 18

Open File, 372

Publishing Settings, 435

setting for all components,
326

setting for one component
type, 325

setting for single instances,
324, 325

Components command (Window
menu), 314

compression

JPEGs78-81

Lossless (GIF/PNG), 81

media, 413-414

sounds, 411

ADPCM option, 244

Disable option, 244

in Publish Settings dialog box,
244

MP3 option, 244

Raw option, 245

Speech compression option,
245

video, 345-346

computer videos, viewing window’s
shape,

changing, 348

connecting

endpoints of lines, 66

objects with Snap, 65-66

constants, 302

Control menu commands, Test Movie,
170, 240, 258

control points, adding with Bind tool,
198

controls, on Stage, 13

Convert to Symbol command (Insert
menu) , 90, 108, 157, 254

Convert to Symbol command (Modify
menu), 101, 108

converting

bits to bytes, 417

objects into symbols, 90-93
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Ctrl+F keyboard shortcut, 416

Ctrl+F8 keyboard shortcut, 258

Ctrl+J keyboard shortcut, 392

Ctrl+L keyboard shortcut, 231

Ctrl+M keyboard shortcut, 147, 395

Ctrl+Shift+H keyboard shortcut, 183

Ctrl+Shift+V keyboard shortcut, 279

cue points

Captionate website, 358

injecting, 359-361

current frame marker (red), 23-24,
144-145

current frame number, Timeline, 146

current layer, 23

current scene, 24-25

Current Script tab (Actions panel),
288

current symbol, 24-25

current time, Timeline, 146

cursors

changes at corner square

handles, 62-63

changes at side handles, 63

changes with Dropper, 60-61

corner shape, 58

Falloff (Gradient Transform tool),
124-125

Fill Transform tool, 124-125

line bending, 57

line extending, 58

Move (Gradient Transform tool),
124-125

move symbol, 58

Reshape (Gradient Transform
tool), 124-125

Rotate (Fill Transform tool),

124-125

curved lines

anchor point tangents, 50

drawing, 50

Optimize Curves, movie perform-
ance, 420-432

coordinate system, 19

Copy and Transform button
(Transform panel), 64

corner shape (cursors), 58

corners, cursor changes, 62-63

counterclockwise (CCW)) rotation,
172

creating

3D animations, 363

3D movie clips, 203-207

Perspective Angle setting, 208

vanishing point, 209

animations, 8-9

Eyeball symbol, 108

House symbol, 107

hyperlinks

with Dynamic Text, 378

with getURL Action, 376

Motion Tween

instances, Color tweening,
163

interpolated frames, 181

Projector, 453

Shape Tween

checkerboard effect, 179

interpolated frames, 180-181

lines and fills, avoid mixing,
180

Motion Tweens, 181-182

simplifying, 180

spotlight effects, 278

symbols with symbol instances,
108

creation tools, drawing artwork 
(original), 39

CSS (Cascading Style Sheets)

definitions, storing, 378

text, displaying, 379-380

Ctrl+A keyboard shortcut, 419

Ctrl+B keyboard shortcut, 415

Ctrl+Enter keyboard shortcut, 158,
178, 258, 396

Curves command (Modify menu), 180

Custom button (Properties panel), 42

custom colors, creating, 119-121

Custom Easing setting, keyframes,
168, 171

custom gradient colors

creating, 122

transforming, 123-126

Custom Modem Settings dialog box,
416

Customize command (Debug menu),
416

customizing templates, 441-443

CW (clockwise) rotation, 172

D

dark rings (Rectangle tool), 65

Darken option (blends), 114

DAT (digital audio tape), 242

data providers, 329-332

DataGrid components, 335-337

list components, 333-335

ProgressBar components, 337-338

Slider components, 339-341

DataGrid components, data providers,
335-337

Debug menu commands, Customize,
416

Debug Options button (Actions panel,
Options toolbar), 289

deceleration/acceleration, Ease set-
ting keyframes, 167

definitions

aspect ratios (Stage), 11-12

handles, 64

HTML (Hypertext Markup

Language), 369

morph, 177

scaling (Stage), 12



Edit Envelope (Properties panel) 465

Document Properties command
(Modify menu), 146

Document Properties dialog box,

28-29, 146

downloading

keyframing.fla file, 150, 240

movies, 423

Bandwidth Profiler, 415-419

determining if fully loaded,
395-397

time, calculating, 406

with Movie Clip or Graphic
symbols, 261

drawing

artwork (original), 35

Arrow tools, 54-55

Brush tools, 43, 45-46

creation tools, 39

Dropper tools, 60-61

Free Transform tools, 61-64

Hand tool, 37-39

Ink Bottle tools, 47

Lasso tools, 57

Line tools, 39-41

on the Stage, 36

Oval tools, 46-47

Paint Bucket tools, 43-47

Pen tools, 49-51

Pencil tools, 39-41

Rectangle tools, 46-47

Selection tools, 57-58

Snap, 65-66

Snap to Object, 65

Subselect tools, 51

Text tools, 51-53

tools, 36

vector graphics, 35

View tools (Hand and Zoom),
37-39

Zoom tool, 37-39

curved lines, 50

scrub, 146

tweening, 153

users, 10

web server, 386

windows, 381

Deployment dialog, 350

depth, showing via Drop Shadow 
filters,

274-275

designing modular websites, 391-398

dialog boxes

Bitmap Properties, 78

Document Properties, 28-29

Export Movie, 455

Publish Settings

file formats, 31

Flash tab, 243, 436-437, 
446-447

Formats tab, 435, 453

HTML tab, 449

diamonds, drawing, 50

Difference option (blends), 115

Digital Video, .dvi file videos, 348

digital video format support,

extending, 348

Disable option, sound compressions,
244

Display Units (Time or Frames) (Edit
Envelope dialog box), 239

displaying

imported sounds, 232

sound waveforms, 233

symbol names in Properties
panel, 255

text via CSS, 379-380

Timeline layers, 151

Distort option (Free Transform tool),
63

distortion, transforming, 61

docking

panels, 21

Timeline, undocking, 15-16

diamonds, 50

lines, 39-41

shapes, 47-51

with Snap, 65-66

squares, 62

V shapes, 50

Dreamweaver, hypertext, 383

Drop Shadow filters, 117

depth, showing with, 274-275

motion blurs, creating, 276

Static Text option (Properties
panel), 131

text, creating 3D plastic effects,
138

Dropper tool, 60-61

Dynamic text, 409

fonts, 131-133

glyphs, 132

hyperlinks, creating, 377-378

E

email, mailto: command, 382

Ease In and Ease Out (animations),
167, 170

Ease setting

changing with Motion Editor panel,
223-225

keyframes, 167

Edit Bar

interfaces, navigating, 26

navigational pitfalls, 27

Edit Envelope (Properties panel), 412

Display Units (Time or Frames),
239

Envelope handles, 238

Envelope lines, 238

Left Channel/Right Channel, 238

Stop/Play, 238

Time In, 238
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Event (Sync setting), 234-236

event handling, 301-302

existing motion preset, applying,

217-218

Expand All option (Actions Panel),
290

Expand/Collapse arrow, 18

Export command (Motion Presets
panel), 216

Export Movie command (File menu),
455-456

Export Movie dialog box,

373, 455

export settings (sounds), 243-246

exported .swf file extension, 30

exporting

AVI videos, 455

image sequences, 456

media types, 455

extending

digital video format, support for,
348

lines, 58

extensions

.asf, 348

.avi, 348

.bmp, 76, 79

.dvi, 348

.fla, 30-31

.gif, 76

.html, opening in Notepad, 372

.jpg, 76

.mov, 348

.mpg, 348

.pct, 76, 79

.png, 76, 79

.swf, 30, 370

Flash tab (Publish Settings

dialog box), 447

publishing, 446-448

statistics, 415

Time Out, 238

Zoom In/Out, 238

Edit in Place, 91

Edit menu commands

Paste in Place, 94

Preferences, 152

Edit Scene menu, 26, 97

Edit Symbols button, 97

Edit Symbols menu, 26, 96-97

editing

keyframes, red current frame
marker, 164

presets with Motion Editor panel,
222-225

shapes, 51

symbols from address bar, 92

Effect settings (sounds), 237-239

effective speed (frame rates), 147

effects, masking, 16

efficiency (sounds), 247-248

embedded fonts, 409

embedded video

Deployment dialog, selecting in,
350

playback controllers, creating,
353-354

playing, 353

QuickTime example, 349-351

versus external video, 346

End at Current Location command
(Motion Presets panel), 216

endpoints of lines, connecting, 66

Enlarge option (Zoom tool), 37-38

Envelop option (Free Transform tool),
61-63

Envelope handles (Edit Envelope

dialog box), 238

Envelope lines (Edit Envelope dialog
box), 238

envelopes, Edit Envelope (Properties
panel), 412

Eraser tool, 15

.wmv, 348

non-.jpg, importing, 80

external video

creating, 355-356

Deployment dialog, selecting in,
350

FLVPlayback Components, creat-
ing, 356

versus embedded video, 346

Eyeball symbol, creating, 108

F

Face symbol, 109

Falloff cursor (Gradient Transform
tool), 124-125

frames

frame rates, 29

in Movie Clip, changing, 257

interpolated, Name Tween layer,
163

fields, Instance name, 257

File menu commands

Export Movie, 455-456

Import, 76-77, 231

New, 8, 18

Open File, 372

Publish, 370-372, 435-437

Publish Preview, 370-372, 438

Publish Settings, 370-371, 435

file sizes (video), optimizing, 361-362

File Transfer Protocol, 386

files. See extensions; movies; sound

fill colors

managing in Properties panel, 
18-19

options, 46

filling circles, 44

fills

and lines
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ActionScripts, 439

addressing users, 440-441

browser auto-install features,
438

HTML, 438-439

uninstalling, 438

Flash tab (Publish Settings dialog
box), 243, 373, 436-437, 446-447

Flash workspace, 9

.fla file extension, 30-31

.swf file extension, 30-31

Document Properties dialog box,
28-29

Stage, 10

aspect ratios, definition, 11-12

coordinate system, 19

Library, 22

off Stage, 10

Properties panel, 17-22

scaling, definition, 12

sizes, 11

Timeline, 15-16

Tools panel, 15

views, changing, 12-14

Work Area option, 11

zoom levels, 11

Timeline, 10

current frame, 23-24

current layer, 23

current scene, 24-25

current symbol, 24-25

interfaces, navigating, 25-26

Tools panel, 10

FLVPlayback Components, creating,
356

folders, 99

fonts

Dynamic text, 131-133

embedded, 409

finding/replacing, 130

Input text, 131-133

comparing, 407-408

not mixing, 180

colors, bitmaps as, 267-268

Gradient Transform tool, cursors,
124-125

Lock Fill option (Paint Bucket
tool), 123-126

painting, 43-46

shapes, 46-47

filtering sound files, 231

filters, 116

Adjust Color option, 118

Bevel, 117, 137

Blur, 117, 276

Drop Shadow, 117

motion blurs, 276

showing depth, 274-275

Static Text option (Properties
panel), 131

text, 138

Glow, 117, 130

Gradient Bevel option, 118

Gradient Glow option, 118

presets, applying, 117

text, 136

Bevel, 137

Drop Shadow, 138

Find button (Actions panel, Options
toolbar), 289

Find-and-Replace panel, font changes,
130

finding/replacing fonts, 130

fine-tuning

Motion Tweens, 165

Shape Tweens, 182

Flash Detection Kit (Macromedia),
439

Flash layer (Timeline), 150

Flash Player

files, importing, 75

movies, 437

updating

Missing Font Warning dialogs,
130

outlines, 409

formats

files, Publish Settings dialog box,
31

sounds, importing into anima-
tions, 230

videos, importing, 347-349

Formats tab (Publish Settings dialog
box), 435-453

formulas, calculating download times,
406

frame actions, 295

Frame by Frame Graph command
(View menu), 416

Frame command (Insert menu), 258

frame labels, gotoAndPlay actions,
293

frame rates, 148. See also frames

actual speed, 147

animations, 145-147

definition, 146

effective speed, 147

frames, number of, 147-148

in Movie Clips, changing, 257

sounds, 237

Timeline, 146

frame-by-frame animation, rotoscop-
ing video, 357-358

frames, 8

current, 23-24

instances, tint color style, 162

interpolated, 163

Motion Tween, 181

Shape Tween, 180-181

keyframes, 149-150

Custom Easing setting, 168,
171

Ease setting, 167

editing, red current frame
marker, 164

inserting, 8
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global publish settings (sounds),

243-244

Glow option (filters), 117, 130

glyphs, 132

gotoAndPlay actions

frame labels, 293

movies, looping, 292

Gradient Bevel option (filters), 118

Gradient Glow option (filters), 118

Gradient Transform tool, 123-126

bitmaps as fill colors, 268

cursors, 124-125

gradients (colors)

custom gradients, creating, 122

Gradient Transform tool, 123-126

Graphic symbols

and Movie Clip symbols,

comparing, 256-260

locking to Timeline, 259

movies, effects on download
order, 261

previewing, 259

scrubbing, 259

graphics

bitmaps, smoothing, 82

buttons, Up state, 297

GIF/PNG, lossless, 78

Gradient Transform tool, cursors,
124-125

importing

bitmaps, 76

reasons to avoid, 70-71

JPEG, file compression, 78-81

Lossless (GIF/PNG), file compres-
sion, 81

raster, 35, 76-85

rotating wheels, creating, 254-256

static, GIF files, 453

vector, 35

and raster, comparing, 69-70

importing, 71-75

Motion Tweens, 165

movie file sizes, 410

selecting, 173

Shape Hints (Shape Tween),
186

sounds, 232

tweening, 153

labeling, #static, 451

red current frame marker, 144-145

interpolated frames, 163

keyframes, editing, 164

Timeline, 144-146

tweened, 180

framesets, windows, 381

Free Transform tool

artwork (original), drawing, 61-64

Distort option, 63

Envelop option, 63

Rotate and Skew option, 62-63

Rotate option, 63

Scale option, 62-63

fscommand action

parameters, 454

standalone Projectors, 454

FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 386

G

Gap Size option (Paint Bucket tool), 44

Generate Size Report, 420-421

getURL Action, 374-376

GIF files

animated GIF, 450

Lossless (GIF/PNG), file compres-
sion, 81

publishing, 450-451

static graphics, 453

GIF/PNG, lossless, 78

global (default) quality settings, 80

green tweened frames (Shape
Tween), 180

Grid command (View menu), 13

grids, aligning objects, 14

guides, positioning, 14

H

Hand tool, 12

artwork (original), drawing, 37-39

hand-drawn masking transitions, cre-
ating, 280-281

handles

definition, 64

side, cursor changes, 63

square (at corners), cursor
changes, 62-63

Hard Light blends, 115

text, creating highlights in, 135

help, Bandwidth Profiler

files, improving, 419-421

files, reducing sizes of, 419

Help button (Actions panel), 289

Hex color systems, 121

hiding panels, 20

hints, 183

Hit state (buttons), 297-298

horizontal (X) axis, 19

hosts

HTML files, hosting .swf file exten-
sion, 31

movies, 391

house symbol, creating, 107

HSB (hue, saturation, brightness)
color systems, 105, 121

HTML

A HREF tag, 374

definition, 369

Dynamic Text, creating hyperlinks,
378
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Flash Player files, vector graphics,
75

graphics

bitmaps, 76

raster, 76-79

raster, adjusting bitmap prop-
erties, 78-81

reasons to avoid, 70-71

Illustrator files, 71-75

media, 413-414

non-.jpg file extension, 80

QuickTime videos, 349-351

raster graphics, 76-85

sounds into animations, 229-232

vector graphics, 71

importing bitmaps as JPG, 75

importing Flash Player files, 75

quick layer selection, 73-74

videos, formats supported, 
347-349

index.html file, 370

Info panel, navigational pitfalls, 27

injecting cue points, 359-361

Ink Bottle tool, drawing artwork (origi-
nal), 47

Ink Pencil Mode (Pencil tool), 41

Input Text, 409

fonts, 131-133

glyphs, 132

Insert menu commands

Convert to Symbol, 90, 108, 157,
254

Frame, 258

Keyframe, 149, 241

Layer, 23, 240

New Symbol, 93, 258

Scene, 421

Insert Target Path button (Actions
panel, Options toolbar), 289

inserting keyframes, 8

installing/uninstalling Flash Player,
438

files

hosting .swf file extension, 31

publishing, 448-449

Flash Player updates, 438-439

Hex color systems, 121

windows, 381

HTML tab (Publish Settings dialog
box), 449

hue (colors), 104

hyperlinks

creating

with Dynamic Text, 377-378

with getURL Action, 374-376

definition, 369

movies, publishing, 373-374

text, creating, 376-377

hypertext, Dreamweaver, 383

Hypertext Markup Language, 369

I

icons, clapper, 24

IK (Inverse Kinematics), 191

Armature layer

options, 195

poses, 197-199

control points, adding with Bind
tool, 198

Illustrator files, importing, 71-75

image sequences, 455-456

images

modular websites, 394

points, mapping, 183

Import command (File menu), 76-77,
231

Import command (Motion Presets
panel), 216

Import dialog box, 231

importing

bitmaps as JPG, vector graphics, 75

Instance name field, 257

instances, 22

behavior in Movie Clips, 257

Color tweening, 161-164

definition, 89

names with symbols, 260

of Circle symbol, scales and
brightness effects, 109

of symbols, 91, 93

Advanced (Properties panel),
104

affected, 93

behavior, 105

Brightness (Properties panel),
103

changing in Properties panel,
102

color style changes, 103-105

color styles, 102

creating symbols, 108

modifying, 100

placing onstage, 100

Tint Color Style (Properties
panel), 104

transforming location, scale,
rotation, 101

using in symbols, 107

onstage

behavior, 256

naming, 261

Position tweening, 161-164

properties, changing, 162

Rotation tweening, 161-164

Scale tweening, 161-164

Tint color style, 162

tweening, 160

interfaces, navigating, 25-27

Internet, Custom Modem Settings dia-
log box, 416

Internet Service Providers, 386

interpolated frames, 163

Motion Tween, 181
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Motion Tweens, 165

movie file sizes, 410

selecting, 173

Shape Hints (Shape Tween),

186

sounds, 232

tweening, 153

keyframing.fla file, downloading,

150, 240

L

labeling #static frames, 451

labels (frame), gotoAndPlay actions,
293

languages, 369

Lasso tool, 15

artwork (original), drawing, 57

Polygon Mode option, 59

Layer command (Insert menu), 23,
240

layer comps, 83

Layer option (blends), 114

layered raster graphics, importing,
82-85

layers

animations, 16

Background (Timeline), 150

current, 23

Flash (Timeline), 150

M (Timeline), 150

Mask Layer, creating spotlight
effects,  278-280

Name Tween, interpolated
frames, 163

Sparkle (Timeline), 150

Timeline, 16, 151

X (Timeline), 150

Left Channel/Right Channel (Edit
Envelope dialog box), 238

Name Tween layer, 163

Shape Tween, 180-181

Invert blends, text, 136

Invert option (blends), 115

ISP (Internet Service Provider), 386

items, 89

J-K

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts
Group) files, 78

compression, 78-79, 81

importing bitmaps as vector
graphics, 75

publishing, 450-451

keyboard shortcuts

Ctrl+A, 419

Ctrl+B, 415

Ctrl+Enter, 158, 178, 258,

396

Ctrl+F, 416

Ctrl+F8, 258

Ctrl+L, 231

Ctrl+M, 147, 392, 395

Ctrl+Shift+H, 183

Ctrl+Shift+V, 279

drawing tools, 36

Zoom tool, 39

keyboard translation, Windows to
Macintosh, 9

Keyframe command (Insert menu),
149, 241

keyframes, 149-150

actions, 295

Custom Easing setting, 168, 171

Ease setting, 167

editing red current frame marker,
164

inserting, 8

Library for Keyframing, opening,
240

Library, 22, 89, 96

+ (plus sign), 96

Circle symbol instances, scales
and brightness effects, 109

Edit Scene menu, 97

Edit Symbols menu, 96-97

file sizes, reducing, 107

folders

creating, 99

naming, 99

getting to know, 96

instances, 22, 89

items, 89

Library window, 98

managing, 97-99

Movie Clip, 91

New Symbol, 94

options menu, 92

organizing with folders, 99

Properties dialog box, changing
symbol behavior, 102, 106

sound files (imported), 232

Stage, 96

symbols, 22, 100

behavior, 90, 106

Box, 107

creating, 90-94

editing from address bar, 92

Eyeball, creating, 108

Face, 109

file sizes, reducing, 95

House, creating, 107

instance names, 260

instances, 91-93, 100-108

master, 106

master names, 260

naming, 90, 97

New Symbol, 94

sorting, 98

work, minimizing, 95

window, opening, 231
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Loop settings (sounds), 239-241

looping movies, 291-293

lossless file compression, 78-81

M

M layer (Timeline), 150

Macintosh Projector, 452-454

Magnification command (View menu),
12

mailto: command, 382

managing Library, 97-99

mapping

points in images, 183

Shape Hints (Shape Tween), 185

margins, adjusting, 52

markers

red current frame, 144-145

interpolated frames, 163

keyframes, editing, 164

Time In/Time Out (sounds), 239

markup languages, 369

marqueeing, 58-59

Masked Layer, creating spotlight
effects, 278-280

masking, 16

hand-drawn transitions, creating,
280-281

stencils, 281-282

master names, symbols, 260

master symbols, 106

instances onstage, behavior, 256

media

choosing to publish, 446

compressing, 413-414

exporting, 455

importing, 413-414

Merge mode versus Object draw
mode, 55

metadata

Library command (Window menu),
91, 240

Library for Keyframing, opening, 240

light

Advanced (Properties panel), 104

Brightness (Properties panel),
102-103

Tint Color Style (Properties panel),
104

Lighten option (blends), 115

Line tool, 15, 39-41

lines

and fills, 180, 407-408

bending, 57

changing, 40-41

curved

anchor points, tangents, 50

drawing, 50

drawing, 39-41

endpoints, connecting, 66

extending, 58

shapes, 46-47

linking movies to web servers, 369

links, 369

list components, data providers, 333,
335

Live Preview, 321

Load Movie Action, 392-393

loaders, Bandwidth Profiler, 421-422

loading

.jpg files, 391

movies, 391

determining when loaded, 395

Load Movie Action, 392-393

unloading, how to, 395

loadMovie Action, 391

location of symbol instances,

transforming, 101

Lock Fill option (Paint Bucket tool),
123-126

locking Graphic symbols to Timeline,
259

movies, adding to, 443-444

XMP metadata, 444-445

methods, 303

addItem(), 329-332

Missing Font Warning dialogs, 130

modems, converting bits to bytes,
417

modes, Brush Mode, 45

Modify command (Transform panel),
64

Modify menu commands

Arrange, 108

Break Apart, 269-271

Convert to Symbol, 101, 108

Curves, 180

Document, 146

Document Properties, 146

Optimize, 419-420

Modify Onion Markers menu

commands, Onion All, 419-420

modifying poses, 199

modular websites, designing, 391

loading movies/images, 393, 395

playing external sounds, 398

morphs, 177

motion blurs, creating, 276

Motion Editor panel

easing settings, changing, 223-225

presets, editing, 222-223

Motion Presets panel, 215

Apply at Current Location com-
mand, 216

Apply command, 217

End at Current Location com-
mand, 216

existing motion preset, applying,
217-218

Export command, 216

Import command, 216

motion presets

previewing, 222-223

saving, 219-222
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Tint color style, instances, 162

Yo-Yo, creating, 165-167

move symbol (cursors), 58

Move cursor (Gradient Transform
tool), 124-125

movie clips, 91. See also movies

3D, creating, 203-209

download order, effects on, 261

frame rates, changing, 257

frames, accessing via Slider

components, 339-341

instances, addressable, 260

instances onstage, naming, 261

nested clips, creating, 254

previewing, 259

rotating wheels, creating,

254-256

scrubbing, 259

symbols

and Graphic symbols,

comparing, 256-260

behavior, 253

movies

animating, 363

Bandwidth Profiler, 414

download times, 415-419

files, improving, 419-421

preloaders, 421-422

reducing file sizes, 419

bitmaps, 412-413

download order, effects on, 261

download times, calculating, 406

downloading, 423

determining if fully loaded,
395-397

external text, loading, 399-401

files

Dynamic Text, 409

Input Text, 409

keyframes, 410

New Folder command, 216

Remove command, 216

Rename command, 216

Save command, 216

Motion Tweens

animations

Ease In and Ease Out, 167,
170

finishing where starting, 165

blue tween frames, 180

CCW (counterclockwise) rotation,
172

creating, 157-160

CW (clockwise) rotation, 172

fine-tuning, 165

frames, interpolated, 163

images, mapping points, 183

instances, changing properties,
162

instances, Color tweening, 
161-164

instances, Position tweening,
161-164

instances, Rotation tweening,
161-164

instances, Scale tweening, 
161-164

instances, tweening, 160

interpolated frames, 181

keyframes, 165

Custom Easing setting, 168,
171

Ease setting, 167

selecting, 173

movie file sizes, 410

Name Tween layer, interpolated
frames, 163

no-man’s-land, 163

patterns, 164

red current frame marker, editing
keyframes, 164

rotating in, 172

Shape Tween, 181-182

lines and fills, comparing, 
407-408

Motion Tween, 410

Shape Tween, 410

sizes, 405-410, 426

text, breaking apart, 408

Flash Player, 437-438

frames, labeling as #static, 451

Generate Size Report, 420-421

hosts, 391

linking to web servers, 369

Load Movie Action, 392-393

loaded, determining when, 395

loading, 391

loadMovie Action, 391

looping, 291-293

media, importing and compress-
ing, 413-414

metadata, adding to, 443-444

modular websites, 394-395

optimizing, 405

performance

improving, 429-433

line styles (avoid), 433

Modify (never use), 432

Optimize Curves, 420, 432

Shape (never use), 432

Soften Fill Edges (never use),
432

special effects, 429-430

streaming sounds, 430

Projectors

creating, 453

standalone, 454

publishing, 370-371

.html file extension, 372

.swf files, 370, 446-448

AVI videos, 455

email, sending, 382

files, opening in Notepad, 372
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N

Name Tween layer, interpolated
frames, 163

names of symbols, displaying in
Properties panel, 255

naming

folders, 99

instances onstage, 261

symbols, 90, 97

navigating interfaces, 25-27

Navigator pane (Actions panel), 288

nested Movie Clips, creating, 254

nesting symbols, 256

New command (File menu), 8, 18

New dialog box, 18

New Folder button, 99

New Folder command (Motion
Presets panel), 216

New Folder command (Options
menu), 99

new motion presets

previewing, 222-223

saving, 219-222

New Symbol command (Insert menu),
93-94, 258

no-man’s-land (Motion Tween), 163

non-.jpg file extension, importing, 80

non-Flash users, directing to Flash
Players, 440-441

Normal option (blends), 114

Notepad, opening files, 372

numbers, current frames, 146

O

Object draw mode versus Merge
mode, 55

objects

files, uploading to web
servers, 386-387

getURL Action, 374

GIF files, 450-451

HTML files, 369, 448-449

hyperlinks, 373-378

image sequences, 455-456

index.html file, 370

JPG files, 450-451

PNG files, 450-451

pop-up windows, 383-386

Projector (Windows and

Macintosh), 452-454

Publish Settings dialog box,
Flash tab, 436-437, 446-447

Publish Settings dialog box,
Formats tab, 435, 453

Publish Settings dialog box,
HTML tab, 449

QuickTime videos, 454-455

search engines, 443-444

templates, customizing, 
441-443

text hyperlinks, creating, 
376-377

web server, definition, 386

windows, framesets, 381

sounds, 398, 411-412

static graphics, GIF files, 453

submovies, 391

Test Movie, 396

text, breaking apart, 408

unloading, how to, 395

moving objects with 3D translation
tool, 209-210

MP3 sound files, 230

compressing, 244, 411

MPEG (Moving Pictures Expert Group),
348-349

multiple symbols, linking with Bone
tool, 193-195

Multiply option (blends), 115

aligning, 14

connecting with Snap, 65-66

converting into symbols, 90-92

handles, 64

instances

Color tweening, 161-164

Position tweening, 161-164

Rotation tweening, 161-164

Scale tweening, 161-164

tweening, 160

moving with 3D translation tool,
209-210

rotating, 64, 210-211

selecting, 54-55, 57

transforming, 54-55, 61-64

off Stage, 10

On2 VP6 codec, 349-360

Onion All command (Modify Onion
Markers menu), 419-420

opacity, 103

Open File command (File menu), 372

opening

files in Notepad, 372

Library for Keyframing, 240

Library window, 231

Optimize command (Modify menu),
419-420

Optimize Curves, movie performance,
420-432

Options menu commands

New Folder, 99

Properties, 78, 245

Properties..., 106

Rename, 99

Options toolbar (Actions panel), 289

organizing

Library, folders, 99

panels into sets, 20-21

original artwork, 35

outlines, fonts, 409

Oval tool
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instances onstage, behavior,
256

instances onstage, naming,
261

showing, 20

Tools, 10, 15

undocking, 21

panning (sounds), 239

panning Stage, 12

parameters, 291

fscommand action, 454

movies, looping, 291-293

Paste in Place command (Edit menu),
94

patterns, Motion Tweens, 164

Pen tool, drawing artwork (original),
49-51

Pencil Mode (Pencil tool), 41

Pencil tool

artwork (original), drawing, 39-41

Ink Pencil Mode, 41

Pencil mode, 41

Scale option, 43

Stroke hinting feature, 42

stroke styles, 42

performance of movies

improving, 429-430, 432-433

line styles, 433

Modify, 432

Optimize Curves, 420, 432

Shape,  432

Soften Fill Edges, 432

special effects, 429-430

streaming sounds, 430

Perspective Angle setting, 208

photographics, 76

Photoshop, importing .psd files,
82-85

pictures, 76

Pin Script button (Actions panel), 289

pixels

artwork (original), drawing, 46-47

fill color options, 46

Overlay option (blends), 115

creating text highlights in, 135

overnesting, 107

P

Page Curl icon, 278

Paint Bucket tool, 15

artwork (original), drawing, 43-47

Gap Size option, 44

Lock Fill option, 123-126

painting

artwork (original), 35

bitmaps as fill color/stroke color,

267-268

fills, 43-46

Panel Sets command (Window
menu), 20

panels, 10, 232

defined, 7

hiding, 20

Info, navigational pitfalls, 27

organizing into sets, 20-21

Properties, 7, 17

coordinate system, 19

Edit Envelope, 412

Expand/Collapse arrow, 18

fill colors, 18-19

Instance name field, 257

keyframes, selecting, 173

navigational pitfalls, 27

symbol instances color styles,
102

symbol names, displaying, 255

text attributes, changing, 52

text options, 19

Property

coordinate system, 19

Ruler Units, 28

playback buttons, adding to anima-
tions, 299-301

playback controllers (video), creating,
353-354

players, 437

plus sign (+), Library, 96

points in images, mapping, 183

Polygon Mode option (Lasso tool), 59

pop-up windows, 383-386

populating ComboBox Component,
314-317

Portfolio Viewers, creating, 305-307

portfolios, creating multiple buttons
for, 317-319

poses

animating, 197

modifying, 199

Position (instance tweening), 161-164

Preferences command (Edit menu),
152

preloaders, Bandwidth Profiler,
421-422

presets,

applying, 117

editing with Motion Editor panel,
222-225

previewing

Graphic symbols, 259

motion presets, 222-223

Movie Clips, 259

productivity, 89

profilers, 414

ProgressBar components, data
providers, 337-338

Projector

creating, 453

Windows and Macintosh, 452-454

properties, 304

of bitmaps, adjusting, 78-81

of instances, adjusting, 162



Reduce option (Zoom tool) 475

Publish Settings command (File
menu), 370-371

Publish Settings dialog box

file formats, 31

Flash tab, 243, 436-437,

446-447

Formats tab, 435, 453

HTML tab, 449

sound compression types,

setting, 244

publishing

.swf files, 446-448

GIF (Graphical Interchange

Format) files, 450-451

HTML (Hypertext Markup

Language) files, 448-449

JPG (Joint Photographic Experts
Group) files, 450-451

movies

.html file extension, 372

.swf files, 370, 446-448

AVI videos, 455

email, sending, 382

GIF files, 450-451

HTML files, 369, 448-449

hyperlinks, 373-378

image sequences, 455-456

index.html file, 370

JPG files, 450-451

media types, choosing, 446

media types, exporting, 455

PNG files, 450-451

pop-up windows, 383-386

Projector (Windows and

Macintosh), 452-454

Publish Settings dialog box,
Flash tab, 436-437, 446-447

Publish Settings dialog box,
Formats tab, 435, 453

Publish Settings dialog box,
HTML tab, 449

Properties command (Options menu),
78, 245

Properties command (Window menu),
40

Properties dialog box, changing sym-
bols behavior, 106

Properties Inspector, 17

Properties panel, 7, 17, 40

Advanced, 103-104

Alpha (Opacity), 103-104

Brightness, 102-103

coordinate system, 19

Custom button, 42

Edit Envelope, 412

Expand/Collapse arrow, 18

fill colors, 18-19

Instance name field, 257

keyframes, selecting, 173

Library, 22

navigational pitfalls, 27

panels, organizing into sets, 
20-21

sound files (imported), 232

sounds, displaying, 234

Static Text option, 129

Drop Shadow Filters, 131

Glow Filters, 130

Stroke Style dialog box, 42

symbol instances color styles,
102

symbols, displaying names, 255

text, 19, 52-54

Tint, 103-105

Properties command (Options menu),
106

protocols, FTP (File Transfer Protocol),
386

pseudocode, 304

Publish command (File menu),

370-372, 435-437

Publish Preview command (File
menu), 370-372, 438

QuickTime videos, 454-455

search engines, 443-444

templates, customizing,

441-443

text hyperlinks, 376-377

web servers, 386

PNG files, 450-451

QuickTime videos, 454-455

Q

quality (sound)

of sound, versus file size, 241-
248

of video, optimizing, 361-362

quick layers, selecting vector
graphics, 73-74

QuickTime videos, 348

importing, 349, 351

publishing, 454-455

quotes in strings, 378

R

RadioButton component, 319-322

raster graphics, 35, 75

and vector graphics, comparing,
69-70

importing, 76-85

rates of time, 146

raw option, sound compression, 245

Rectangle tool

artwork (original), drawing, 46-47

dark rings, 65

red current frame marker, 24, 144-145

interpolated frames, 163

keyframes, editing, 164

Reduce option (Zoom tool), 37



Reference button (Actions panel)476

S

sampling colors, 120

saturation of colors, 105

Save command (Motion Presets
panel), 216

saving new motion presets, 219-222

scale, transforming, 61, 101

Scale (instance tweening), 161-164

Scale option (Free Transform tool),
62-63

Scale option (Pencil tool), 43

scaling (Stage), 12

scaling components, 9-slice scaling,
323-324

Scene command (Insert menu), 421

scenes

current, 24-25

Edit Scene menu, 26, 97

Screen option (blends), 115

screens, hiding/showing panels, 20

Script Assist button (Actions panel),
289

Script Category (Actions panel), 288

Script pane (Actions panel), 288

scrubbing, 146

animations, 145

Graphic symbols, 259

Movie Clips, 259

search engines, publishing movies,
443-444

security, .swf files, 375-376

selecting

attributes with Dropper tool, 60-
61

objects, 54-57

shapes, 57-59

Selection tool, 19

artwork (original), drawing, 57-58

marqueeing, 58-59

sending email, 382

sequences of images, exporting, 456

Reference button (Actions panel), 289

registration points, 97

Remove command (Motion Presets
panel), 216

Remove Comment option (Action
Panel), 290

removing bones with Bone tool, 195

Rename command (Motion Presets
panel), 216

Rename command (Options menu),
99

reports, Generate Size Report, 420-
421

Reset button (Transform panel), 64

Reshape cursor (Gradient Transform
tool), 124-125

RGB (red, green, blue), 105, 121

rings, dark (Rectangle tool), 65

rollover sound, 236

Rotate and Skew option (Free
Transform tool), 62-63

Rotate cursor (Gradient Transform
tool), 124-125

Rotate option (Free Transform tool),
63

rotating, 172

in Motion Tweens, 172

objects, 64, 210-211

rotating wheels, creating, 254-256

rotation, transforming, 61

Rotation (instance tweening),

161-164

rotation of symbol instances,

transforming, 101

rotoscoping video, 357-358

rubberizing bouncing objects,

224-225

Ruler Units, pixels, 28

rulers, View Rulers, 66

rules

Motion Tweens, creating, 160

Shape Tween, 179

servers, 369

Set button, 243-244

sets, organizing panels, 20-21

settings

Effect (sounds), 238

export (sounds), 243-244

global publish (sounds), 243

Settings button, 105

shadows, showing depth, 274-275

Shape Hints (Shape Tween) , 183-184

keyframes, 186

mapping, 185

Shape Tween

checkerboard effect, 179

creating, 178

fine-tuning, 182

green tween frames, 180

images, mapping points, 183

interpolated frames, 180-181

lines and fills, avoid mixing, 180

morphs, 177

Motion Tweens, 181-182

movie file sizes, 410

rules, 179

Shape Hints, 183-185

keyframes, 186

mapping, 185

simplifying, 180

text, 179

shapes

bitmaps as fill colors/stroke col-
ors, 267-268

circles, filling, 44

corner (cursors), 58

corners, cursor changes, 62-63

curved lines

anchor points, tangents, 50

drawing, 50

diamonds, drawing, 50

distortion, transforming, 61
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sound files, 243-248

text, breaking apart, 408

skins, editing component skins,
323-324

Slider components, data providers,
339-341

sliders, coloring, 104

Smooth option (Pencil tool), 41

smoothing, 82

Snap to Objects command (View
menu), 40, 65-66, 184

artwork (original), drawing, 65

objects, rotating, 64

Soften Fill Edges, movie performance,
432

Sorenson Spark, 350

sorting symbols, 98

sound in animations, importing, 232

Sound Properties dialog box, 243,
246

sounds in animations, 232

compression, 411

ADPCM option, 244

Disable option, 244

MP3 option, 244

Raw option, 245

Speech compression option,
245

compression types, setting, 244

DAT, 242

Effect settings, 237-239

efficiency, 247-248

export settings, 243-246

file size versus quality, 241-242

files, filtering, 231

frame rates, 237

global publish settings, 243-244

importing, 229-231

MP3 sound files, 230

supported formats, 230

WAV sound files, 230-231

keyframes, 232

drawing, 47-51, 65-66

editing, 51

envelop, transforming, 61

fills, 46-47

lines, 46-47, 66

marqueeing, 58-59

modifying, 47-49, 57-59

Rectangle tool, dark rings, 65

rotations, transforming, 61

scale, transforming, 61

selecting, 57-59

side handles, cursor changes, 63

square corners, rolling cursor
over, 62

text, converting to, 270-271

shortcuts (keyboard), drawing tools,
36

Show Code Hint button (Actions
panel, Options toolbar), 289

Show Shape Hints command (View
menu), 183, 185

Show Streaming command (View
menu), 416

Show/Hide Toolbox option (Action
Panel), 290

showing panels, 20

side handles, cursor changes, 63

Simple Buttons, 299

creating, 295-296

Simple Portfolio Viewers, creating,
305-307

size of text in videos, 347

size of files

Dynamic Text, 409

font outlines, 409

Input Text, 409

keyframes, 410

lines and fills, comparing, 407-
408

Motion Tween, 410

reducing, 95, 107, 406-410, 426

Shape Tween, 410

Loop settings, 239-241

panning, 239

Properties panel, 234

Publish Settings dialog box (Flash
tab), 243

quality and file size, 243-248

quality versus file size, 241-242

rollover sound, 235-236

sound effects, 240-241

Sound Properties dialog box, 246

Sync settings, 236

Time In marker, 239

Time Out marker, 239

waveforms, displaying, 233

source .fla file extension, 30

Sparkle layer (Timeline), 150

special effects

cue points, injecting, 359-361

movie performance, 429-430

rotoscoping, 357-358

videos, 347

Speech compression option, 245

spotlight effects, creating, 278-280

Square tool, fill color options, 46

squares

corners, rolling cursor over, 62

handles at corners, cursor
changes, 62-63

marqueeing, 58

Rectangle tool, dark rings, 65

Stage, 10

artwork (original), drawing, 36

aspect ratios, definition, 11-12

coordinate system, 19

Edit Scene menu, 26

Edit Symbol menu, 26

frame rates, 29

grid objects, aligning, 14

guides, positioning, 14

Library, 96

off Stage, 10
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Stroke Style dialog box (Properties
panel), 42

strokes, 48

colors, bitmaps as, 267-268

Pencil tool, 42

styles

colors of symbol instances, 102-
105

line styles, movie performance,
433

submovies, 391

Subselect tool, 15

artwork (original), drawing, 51

Subtract option (blends), 115

support for digital video formats,
extending, 348

swatches, creating custom color
swatches, 119, 121

Swatches panel

custom color gradients, creating,
122

custom swatches, creating, 
119-121

.swf files, 159

local playback, 375

security issues, 375-376

testing without uploading,

375-376

web access, 375-376

symbol behaviors, Movie Clip, 253

Symbol Properties dialog box, 93,
106

symbols

behavior, 90, 106

Box, 107

Circle, 109

creating, 90-94

current, 24-25

definition, 89

Edit Symbol menu, 26, 96-97

editing from address bar, 92

Eyeball, creating, 108

panels, 20

panning, 12

Properties panel, 17

coordinate system, 19

fill colors, 18-19

Library, 22

panels, organizing into sets,
20-21

text options, 19

Publish Settings dialog box, file
formats, 31

scaling, definition, 12

sizes, 11

Timeline, 15-16

Tools panel, 15

views, changing, 12-14

Work Area option, 11

zoom control, 13

zoom levels, 11

standalone Projectors, 454

fscommand action, 454

Start (Sync setting), 235-236

statements, 290

static graphics, GIF files, 453

Static Text option (Properties panel),
129

Drop Shadow Filters, 131

Glow Filters, 130

stencils

masks as, 281-282

Stop (Sync setting), 235-236

Stop/Play (Edit Envelope dialog box),
238

storing CSS definitions, 378

Straighten option (Pencil tool), 41

Stream (Sync setting), 235-236

Streaming Graph command (View
menu), 418

streaming sounds, movie perform-
ance, 430

strings, quotes, 378

Stroke hinting feature (Pencil tool), 42

Face, 109

file sizes, reducing, 95

graphic

and Movie Clip symbols,

comparing, 256-260

movies, effects on download
order, 261

previewing, 259

scrubbing, 259

House, creating, 107

in Library, 100

instances, 91, 93, 260

Advanced (Properties panel),
104

affected, 93

behavior, 105

Brightness (Properties panel),
103

changing in Properties panel,
102

color style changes, 102-105

creating symbols, 108

modifying, 100

placing onstage, 100

Tint Color Style (Properties
panel), 104

transforming location, scale,
rotation, 101

using in symbols, 107

linking with Bone tool, 191-195

master, 106, 256, 260

move (cursors), 58

multiple, animating, 173

names, displaying in Properties
panel, 255

naming, 90, 97

nesting, 256

New Symbol, 94

repeating (breaking apart text),
269

sorting, 98

Wheel, rotating, 254

work, minimizing, 95
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finding/replacing, 130

Input text, 131, 133

Missing Font Warning dialogs,
130

glyphs, 132

Input Text, 409

fonts, 131-133

glyphs, 132

margins, adjusting, 52

movies, loading external text,
399-401

Shape Tween, 179

shapes, converting to, 270-271

size in videos, 347

Static Text option (Properties
panel), 129

Drop Shadow Filters, 131

Glow Filters, 130

styling, 52-53

text blocks

alignment, changing, 53

breaking apart, repeating sym-
bols, 269

Center Justify Alignment, 53

shapes, converting to, 270-271

text hyperlinks, creating, 376-377

text options, exploring in Properties
panel, 19

Text tool, 15, 51-53

third-party video editors, 362-363

Time In (Edit Envelope dialog box),
238

Time In marker (sounds), 239

Time Out (Edit Envelope dialog box),
238

Time Out marker (sounds), 239

Timeline, 10, 15-16, 220

animations, 150

Background layer, 150

current frame, 23-24, 146

current layer, 23

current scene, 24-25

Sync settings (sounds)

Event, 234-236

Start, 235-236

Stop, 235-236

Stream, 235-236

syntax, ActionScripts, 290

T

tags, A HREF, 374

tangents, curved lines, 50

templates, customizing, 441-443

Test Movie, 396

Test Movie command (Control menu),
170, 240, 258

testing .swf files without uploading,
375-376

text

3D plastic effects, creating,

137-138

aliases, 54

anti-aliasing, 54

attributes, changing, 52

blends, 134

highlights, creating, 135

Invert, 136

breaking apart, 408

repeating symbols, 269

creating, 51-53

displaying via CSS, 379-380

Dynamic Text, 409

fonts, 131-133

glyphs, 132

hyperlinks, creating, 377-378

filters, 136

Bevel, 137

Drop Shadow, 138

fonts

Dynamic text, 131-133

current symbol, 24-25

current time, 146

docking, 15-16

Flash layer, 150

frame rates, 146

frames, 144-145

Graphic symbols, locking to, 259

interfaces, navigating, 25-26

keyframes, inserting, 8

layers, 16, 151

M layer, 150

resizing, 151

Sparkle layer, 150

timing, 146

undocking, 15-16

visual clues, 15

waveforms, displaying, 233

X layer, 150

Tint (Properties panel), 103-105

Tint Color Style (Properties panel),
104, 162

Toolbox (Actions panel), 288

tools

Arrow, 15

artwork (original), drawing, 36

Arrow, 54-55

Brush, 43-46

creation, 39

Dropper, 60-61

Free Transform, 61-64

Hand tool, 37-39

Ink Bottle, 47

Lasso, 57

Line, 39-41

Oval, 46-47

Paint Bucket, 43-47

Pen, 49-51

Pencil, 39-41

Rectangle, 46-47

Selection, 57-58
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objects, 54-55

with Free Transform tool, 
61-64

rotation, 61

scale, 61

transitions, creating hand-drawn
masking transitions, 280-281

transparency (color), 121

tweens. See animations; motion
tweens

types of media

choosing to publish, 446

exporting, 455

U

undocking

panels, 21

Timeline, 15-16

unloading movies, 395

Up state of buttons, 297

updating Flash Players

ActionScripts, 439

addressing users, 440-441

browser auto-install features, 438

HTML, 438-439

uploading files to web servers, 386-387

URLs

getURL Action, 374

hyperlinks, creating, 374-376

V

V shapes, drawing, 50

vanishing point, 209

vector graphics, 35

and raster graphics, comparing,
69-70

shortcuts, 36

Snap, 65-66

Snap to Objects, 65

Subselect, 51

Text, 51-53

View tools (Hand and Zoom),
37-39

Zoom tool, 37-39

Brush, 18, 45

Dropper, cursor changes, 60-61

Eraser, 15

Free Transform

Distort option, 63

Envelop option, 63

Rotate and Skew option,

62-63

Rotate option, 63

Scale option, 62-63

Gradient Transform, 123-126, 268

Hand, 12

Lasso, 15, 59

Line, 15

Oval, fill color options, 46

Paint Bucket, 15

Gap Size option, 44

Lock Fill option, 123-126

Rectangle, dark rings, 65

Selection, 19, 58-59

Square, fill color options, 46

Subselect, 15

Text, 15

Zoom, 12

toys, Yo-Yo, 165-167

Trace Bitmap dialog box, 413

Transform panel, 64

transformation points, 97

transforming

distortion, 61

envelop, 61

instances (location, scale, and
rotation), 101

importing, 71

importing bitmaps as JPG, 75

importing FreeHand files, 75

quick layer selection, 73-74

vertical (Y) axis, 19

video

compressing, 346

computer restrictions, 347

embedded video

playback controllers, creating,
353-354

playing, 353

QuickTime example, 349-351

selecting in Deployment dialog,
350

versus external video, 346

external video

creating, 355-356

FLVPlayback Components,

creating, 356

selecting in Deployment dialog,
350

file sizes, optimizing, 361-362

playback controllers, creating,
353-354

quality, optimizing, 361-362

rotoscoping, 357-358

video editors, third-party, 362-363

videos, 348

AVI, exporting, 455

camera angles, changing, 347

codec, 345

compressing, 345

Digital Video, 348

importing, formats supported,
347-349

MPEG files, 348-349

QuickTime

.mov files, 348

importing, 349-351

publishing, 454-455
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W

WAV sound files, 230-231

waveforms, displaying, 233

web browsers, index.html file, 370

web servers, 386

files, uploading to, 386-387

movies, linking to, 369

websites

.jpg files, loading, 391

keyframing.fla file, downloading,
150, 240

modular, designing, 391

loading movies/images, 393,
395

playing external sounds, 398

Wheel symbol, rotating, 254-256

Window command (Tools menu), 36

Window menu commands

Components, 314

Library, 91

Panel Sets, 20

Properties, 40

Timeline, 8

windows, 348, 381-386

special effects, 347

text size, 347

Video for Windows, 348

viewpoints, changing, 347-348

Windows Media

.asf files, 348

.wmv files, 348

View menu commands

Bandwidth Profiler, 415

Frame by Frame Graph, 416

Grid, 13

Magnification, 12

Show Shape Hints, 183-185

Show Streaming, 416

Snap to Objects, 40, 65, 184

Streaming Graph, 418

Work Area, 36

View Rulers, 66

View tools, drawing original artwork,
37-39

viewing animations, 9

viewpoints, changing in videos, 347

views

on Stage, changing, 12-14

Timeline, 15

Windows Projector, 452-454

Windows Media, 348

Work Area command (View menu),
36

Work Area option (Stage), 11

workspaces, 9

X-Y-Z

X (horizontal) axis, 19

X layer (Timeline), 150

XMP metadata, 444-445

Y (vertical) axis, 19

Yo-Yo, creating, 165-167

zoom control on Stage, 13

Zoom In/Out (Edit Envelope dialog
box), 238

zoom levels, 11

Zoom tools, 12

artwork (original), drawing, 37-39

Enlarge option, 37-38

keyboard shortcuts, 39

Reduce option, 37
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